2020 TREES FOR HOUSTON CLAY
SHOOT WINNERS LIST

HOA
HOA TEAM: Aermill Solutions (272)
1. Everett Kaplan
2. Dylan Schroder
3. Gabby Scott
4. Shelby Sivadon

A Class - Platinum
1st PLACE TEAM: Enchanted Trees of Texas 1 (251)
1. Karl Stellpflug
2. Jack Fitzgerald
3. Kirk Folkerts
4. Kelly Ginn

B Class - Gold
1st PLACE TEAM: Cleary Construction 1 (221)
1. David Haynes
2. Joey Cleary
3. Tyler Silcott
4. Tuck Wheeler

C Class - Silver
1st PLACE TEAM: Enchanted Trees of Texas 2 (202)
1. Brad Thompson
2. Richard Egan
3. David Saunders

D Class - Bronze
1st PLACE TEAM: Trees LLC 2 (168)
1. James Perry
2. Sebastian Lagunas
3. Wallace Carranza
4. Miguel Nunez

HOA CENTRAL FLURRY TEAM: Kirksey Architects, Inc. (80)
1. Randall Walker
2. Joe Esch
3. Doug Hammel
4. Benito Guerrier

HOA SOUTH FLURRY TEAM: Baker & McKenzie (80)
1. Justin Whittenburg
2. David Whittenburg
3. Dane Whittenburg
4. Andrew Barrett

Individuals
HOA MAN:
1. Karl Stellpflug (71)

HOA WOMAN:
1. Gabby Scott (68)

HOA YOUTH:
1. Everett Kaplan (76)